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Creation of entanglement and implementation ofquantum logi gate operations using athree-dimensional photoni rystal single-mode avityDurdu �O. G�uneyDepartment of Eletrial and Computer Engineering, University of California, San Diego,9500 Gilman Dr., La Jolla, California, 92093-0409Department of Mathematis, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr.,La Jolla, California, 92093-0112dguney�usd.eduDavid A. MeyerDepartment of Mathematis, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr.,La Jolla, California, 92093-0112dmeyer�math.usd.eduWe solve the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian with time-dependent ouplingparameters under the dipole and rotating-wave approximations for a three-dimensional (3D) photoni rystal (PC) single mode avity with a suÆientlyhigh quality (Q) fator. We then exploit the results to show how to reatea maximally entangled state of two atoms, and how to implement severalquantum logi gates: a dual-rail Hadamard gate, a dual-rail NOT gate, anda SWAP gate. The atoms in all of these operations are synronized, whih isnot the ase in previous studies f[J. Mod. Opt. 48, 1495 (2001)℄, [Eur. Phys.J. D 10, 285 (2000)℄, [Eur. Phys. J. D 18, 247 (2002).℄g in PCs. Our methodhas the potential for extension to N -atom entanglement, universal quantumlogi operations, and the implementation of other useful, avity QED basedquantum information proessing tasks. 2006 Optial Soiety of AmeriaOCIS odes: 020.5580, 200.4660, 220.4830, 230.5750, 270.5580.1



1. IntrodutionThe superiority of quantum omputing over lassial omputation for problems with solu-tions based on the quantum Fourier transform, as well as searh and (quantum) simulationproblems has attrated inreasing attention over the last deade. Despite promising devel-opments in theory, however, progress in physial realization of quantum iruits, algorithms,and ommuniation systems to date has been extremely hallenging. Major model physialsystems inlude photons and nonlinear optial media, avity QED devies, ion traps, andnulear magneti resonane (NMR) with moleules, quantum dots, superonduting gates,and spins in semiondutors.1Quantum logi gates and quantum entanglement onstitute two building bloks, amongothers, of more sophistiated quantum iruits and ommuniation protools. The latter alsoallows us to test basi postulates of quantum mehanis.In this work we propose an alternative method for reating entanglement and implement-ing ertain quantum logi gates based on single mode PC miroavities. Our sheme requireshigh-Q PC miroavities with Q-fator of around 108, and where atoms an freely propagatethrough the onneted void regions. We onsider 3D PCs for our purposes, sine they aremore attrative, ompared to 2D PC slabs, for the realization of suh high-Q miroavities.Although the fabriation of these high-Q 3D PC miroavities is urrently hallenging, es-peially in the optial frequenies, mainly due to the redued size of the rystals at thosewavelengths; in the mirowave or millimeter-wave regime, where our proposed PC avityoperates (� 50GHz), the fabriation proess is relatively easier thanks to the rather maro-sopi nature of the rystals at that sale. Thus, simple mahining or rapid prototypingmethods an be exploited to build them.2 It is for this reason that the initial experimentson PCs were performed in the mirowave region. Subsequently, muh of the researh onen-trated on the infrared or the optial regime of the spetrum beause of numerous appliationswhih demand teleommuniations wavelengths and/or miniaturization. In the less studiedbut also less tehnially hallenging mirowave region the Q-fator is limited by the intrinsiloss of the material.3;4 Using an appropriate low-loss dieletri suh as sapphire, for example,it has been predited by Yablonovith3 that a Q-fator of more than 109 should indeed ex-perimentally be ahievable. M. Qi, et al.5 have furthermore predited that using interferene,imprint or X-ray lithography ombined with sanning-eletron-beam-lithography, their layer-by-layer approah ould allow the manufaturing of large area (several square entimeters)PCs whih are low-ost, optial or even visible spetrum versions of 3D PC avities similarto ours.
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2. TheoryIn this paper we �rst explore the possibility of mutually entangling two Rb atoms by ex-ploiting their interation, mediated by a single defet mode on�ned to a three-dimensionalPC avity. We then desribe various logi gates that an be implemented using the sameinteration. We ahieve this in three steps: analysis of a single mode avity (i) in a generi3D PC, (ii) in a spei� 2D PC and (iii) ultimately in a 3D version of the 2D PC of (ii).We assume that the defet frequeny is resonant with the Rb atoms. Beause the atoms aremoving, the time-dependent Hamiltonian (Jaynes-Cummings Model) for this interation inthe dipole and rotating wave approximations isH(t) = �h$2 Xj �jz + �h$�y� + �hXj [Gj(t)�j+� + h::℄ (1)where the summation is over two atoms, A and B, ! is the resonant frequeny, �z is thez-omponent of the Pauli spin operator and �� are atomi raising and lowering operators. �and �y are photon destrution and onstrution operators, respetively. The time-dependentoupling parameters an be expressed as6Gj(t) = 
0fj(t) os(�j) (2)where 
0 is the peak atomi Rabi frequeny over the defet mode and fj(t) is the spatialpro�le of the defet state observed by the atom j at time t. �j is the angle between the atomidipole moment vetor, �jeg, for atom j and the mode polarization at the atom loation. Forthe rest of the paper os �A = 1, and p = os �B will be a parameter that we adjust to e�etdesired interations between atoms A and B.We ignore the resonant dipole-dipole interation (RDDI), beause the atoms have theirtransition frequenies lose to the enter of a wide photoni band gap (PBG) and the distanebetween them is always suÆiently large that RDDI e�et is not signi�ant.7;8Initially we prepare one of the atoms, A, in the exited state and the avity is left in itsvauum state, so j	(0)i = j100i; (3)where the tensor fators desribe the states of atom A, atom B, and the avity, suessively.The PC should be designed to allow the atoms to go through the defet. This an beahieved by injeting atoms through the void regions of a PC with a defet state of aeptortype. Sine the spontaneous emission of a photon from the atoms is suppressed in the periodiregion of the rystal, no signi�ant interation ours outside the avity. When the atomsenter the avity, the interation between the atoms is enhaned by the single mode avity.This atom-photon-atom interation allows us to design an entanglement proess betweenatoms. 3



Given the initial state, Eq. (3), the state of the system at time t should be in the formj	(t)i = a(t)j100i+ b(t)j010i+ (t)j001i (4)to satisfy the probability and energy onservation. We will show analytially that the am-plitudes at time t an be expressed in terms of the oupling parameters and the veloities ofthe atoms.We an write the Shr�odinger equation for the time-evolution operator in the form9i�h ��tU(t; t0) = H(t)U(t; t0): (5)In the basis fj100i; j010i; j001ig, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), in therotating wave approximation, areH11 = H12 = H21 = H22 = H33 = 0 (6)H13 = H31 = �hGA(t) (7)H23 = H32 = �hGB(t): (8)The Hamiltonian operators H(t) and H(t0) ommute for t0 6= t, if GB(t) is a onstantmultiple p of GA(t). This ondition an be satis�ed easily by the appropriate orientation ofatomi dieletri moment of the inoming atoms with respet to the eletri �eld in Eq. (2).Then the formal solution to Eq. (5) beomesU(t; t0) = exp[� i�h Z tt0 d�H(�)℄ = exp(� i�hI); (9)where I is de�ned as the integral of the Hamiltonian operator. By expanding the exponential,Eq. (9), we obtainU(t; t0) = 1 + (�i�h )I + 12!(�i�h )2I2 + � � �+ ( 1n! )(�i�h )nIn + � � � (10)Multiplying Eq. (10) by the initial state j100i from the right and omparing with Eq. (4)gives a(t) = 1 +G2A Xn=1(�1)n 12n! (G2A +G2B)n�1 (11)b(t) = GAGB Xn=1(�1)n 12n! (G2A +G2B)n�1 (12)(t) = iGA Xn=1(�1)n 1(2n� 1)!(G2A +G2B)n�1; (13)where we have de�ned Gj = Z tt0 Gj(�)d�: (14)4



Reognizing the Taylor series for sine and osine allows us to rewrite equations (11){(13) asa(t) = 1 + G2AG2A +G2B [os(G2A +G2B)1=2 � 1℄ (15)b(t) = GAGBG2A +G2B [os(G2A +G2B)1=2 � 1℄ (16)(t) = �i GA(G2A +G2B)1=2 sin(G2A +G2B)1=2: (17)For a single initially exited atom, A, passing aross the avity we an set GB = 0 inequations (15){(17), whih gives the same result as Eq. (15) of Ref. [10℄. The exat solutionfor the time-independent problem of N idential two level atoms with a resonant single modequantized �eld given in Ref. [11℄ ould be helpful to generalize our results to N -atom ase,see for example Ref. [7℄.Absent a rigorous alulation of the defet mode in the three-dimensional PC, whih wepostpone until x4, let us �rst assume a generi spatial pro�le for the mode, whih osillatesand deays exponentially. Thus, fj(t) in Eq. (2) an be expressed as6fj(t) = exp(�jVjt� Lj=Rdef) os[�l (Vjt� L)℄; (18)where Vj, L, Rdef , and l are the veloity of atom j, the total path length of the atoms, thedefet radius, and the lattie onstant of the PC, respetively.We hoose the veloities of the atoms to be the same, Vj = V , with 150m=s < V <650m=s, a typial veloity range appropriate for both experiments and our alulations.Setting the atoms to have the same veloity has two immediate advantages: First, it makesthe Hamiltonians at di�erent times ommute, sine the oupling parameters of the atomsdi�er by only a onstant fator [see Eq. (2)℄, and thus greatly simpli�es the analysis. Seond,it synhronizes the atoms, providing ylial readout that ould also be synhronized with theyle time of a quantum omputer.12 These features are not present in previous studies.6;7;13It was shown by E. Hagley, et al.14 in 1997 that atomi veloity resolution ould be assmall as 0:4m=s in experiments, whih means that our proposed entangler and logi gates arerather robust and insensitive to experimental veloity utuations. In fat, with our designthe veloity resolution of the atomi pairs an be further relaxed up to slightly more than�1m=s, inreasing the eÆieny of the system at the expense of less than 1% deviation inthe output probability amplitudes.Using equations (15){(18) we an express the asymptoti probability amplitudes, a(t) andb(t), as funtions of V and p. Fig. 1a illustrates a(V; p), when the initial state is j100i. Theresult for b(V; p) (or a(V; p)), if the initial state is j100i (or j010i), is displayed in Fig. 1b.Note that Fig. 1b illustrates two probability amplitudes simultaneously. This is a onsequeneof the symmetry in Eq. (16). To ompute these surfaes we used the asymptoti (onstant)5



values of the Gj, whih desribe the aumulated atom-avity oupling during the interationtime [(see Eq. (14)℄. One this interation eases to our as the atoms leave the avity, thoseasymptoti values of the Gj are reahed, and thus must be used in equations (15)-(17).Fig. 2a illustrates a slie from the surfae in Fig. 1a where the veloity of the atoms isV = 433m=s. Note that we obtain the maximally entangled state,j	10i �= j10i+ j01ip2 ; (19)up to an overall phase, �1, when the veloity of the atoms, V = 433m=s, and the initialstate is j100i. Similarly if we keep the veloities of the atoms the same but set the atom Bto be exited initially (i.e., the initial state is j010i), we obtain the slie in Fig. 2b and thusthe maximally entangled state, j	01i �= j10i � j01ip2 ; (20)up to the same overall phase fator as in Eq. (19). [In equations (19) and (20), and in thefollowing, we omit the avity state in the kets, sine it fators out and does not ontributeto the logi operations with whih we are onerned.℄Fig. 3 shows the oupling parameters alulated in the referene frame of the atoms as afuntion of time, Gj(t), with the hosen values of 
0, L, Rdef , and l. The solid red urve andblue dashed urve orrespond to atoms A and B, respetively. The total interation time isless than 20ns.The probabilities ja(t)j2, jb(t)j2 and j(t)j2 from equations (15){(17) are graphed in Fig. 4.Fig. 4a shows the evolution of the probabilities when the initial state is j100i. Note that theavity is disentangled from the atoms and we end up with the �nal state, Eq. (19). On theother hand, if the initial state is j010i, the time evolution of the probabilities is illustrated inFig. 4b. Note that the �nal state in this setting beomes Eq. (20), sine the avity is againdisentangled. From equations (19) and (20) it is lear that the quantum system we havedesribed not only entangles the atoms but also operates as a dual-rail Hadamard gate1, upto an overall phase.Using the same quantum system one an also design a dual-rail NOT gate under ertainonditions. If we set VA = VB = 565m=s, for example, we obtain the following logialtransformations, up to an unimportant global phase fator, whih de�ne a dual-rail NOTgate (see Fig. 5): j10i 7! j01i (21)j01i 7! j10i: (22)Furthermore, using the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), it an be shown that a j00i initial stateonly gains a deterministi phase fator of �1 in the interation piture. One the onditions,6



equations (21) and (22), are satis�ed, a j11i initial state is transformed into itself up to thesame global phase as the states in equations (21) and (22). Thus, inluding these as possibleinitial states, our dual-rail NOT gate also operates as a SWAP gate up to the relative phaseof the j00i state. Similar analysis shows that a dual-rail Z gate is also possible for ertainparameter hoies.3. Two-dimensional Photoni CrystalsIn the preeding analysis we have assumed the generi form, Eq. (18), for the spatial pro�le ofthe defet mode in order to demonstrate that, in priniple, PC miroavities an be used asentanglers, and more spei�ally, as ertain logi gates. In the following we apply these ideasto two- and �nally real three-dimensional photoni rystal miroavity designs, to show thatimplementations of these quantum devies are indeed possible in these photoni systems. Asthe authors of Ref. [7℄ observe, however, \a rigorous alulation of the eletromagneti �eldin the presene of a defet in a 3D photoni rystal an be a diÆult task". In the followingwe address this task systematially.First we onsider a 2D photoni rystal design with a triangular lattie of dieletri rodswith dieletri onstant of 12 (i.e., silion) in Fig. 6. The radius of the rods is 0:175l, wherel is the lattie onstant. The symmetry is broken in the enter by introduing a defet withredued rod-radius of 0:071l to form the miroavity of our quantum system. We assumethat the atoms A and B travel along the dashed green lines shown in Fig. 6a, although anytwo of the obvious paths shown by dashed lines (or any void regions with line of sight to theavity) work as well.We should note that the 2D avity is only designed for preliminary purposes. Sine itassumes in�nite height, it annot be intended for atual implementation of our entangleror logi operations. However, the real 3D struture to be fabriated, desribed in x4, issuÆiently losely related to the 2D avity designed in this setion that the mode pro�lesalong the 1D atomi trajetories in the 2D avity overlap to a great extent with those ofthe 3D avity. Regardless of the lak of vertial on�nement in this preliminary 2D design,designing it �rst redues the extensive omputational resoures needed in more sophistiated3D logi designs.In order to �nd the probability amplitudes for the atoms as a funtion of time whiletravelling through the rystal, we need to alulate the oupling parameters in Eq. (14)and substitute them in equations (15){(17). One we obtain the probability amplitudes, wean demonstrate entanglement reation and design logi gates as before. We also note thatthe quality fator of the avity should be high enough that the interation time (i.e., thelogi operation time) is muh less than the photon lifetime in the avity. Below we showthat typial logi operations take 50�s for the Hadamard gate and 30�s for the NOT or the7



SWAP gate. Thus a quality fator of 108 should be suÆient for reliable gate operations inreal 3D PC miroavities. Sine our preliminary 2D PC avity is not realisti, however, onlyan in-plane Q-fator of the same value is taken into onsideration to math the mode pro�lesalong the atomi trajetories in both 2D and 3D. To ahieve this mathing the Q-fator ofthe avity ould be inreased exponentially with additional periods of rods15 in Fig. 6a. Weobserve, however, that the spatial pro�le of the mode in Fig. 6b does not hange signi�antly(and hene degrade the gate) after a ertain number of periods. Thus, the exat number ofperiods required for a quality fator of 108 is not essential to demonstrate our main goal inthis paper, namely that suh logi operations and entanglement reation are indeed possiblein these photoni rystal strutures.In our generi pro�le, Eq. (18), the oupling parameter is assumed to be real. For generality,however, we must allow it to be a omplex parameter. Thus, the interation part of theHamiltonian, Eq. (1), for a single-atom avity interation an be written as16�19HI = �hjg(r)j(�y�� + ��+); (23)by inorporating a omplex oupling parameter g(r) into Eq. (1).In a photoni rystal we an express the atom-�eld oupling parameter16;20 at the positionof atom j, as g(rj) = g0	(rj) os(�j) (24)where g0 and 	(rj) are de�ned as:g0 � �eg�h ( �h!2"0"mVmode )1=2 (25)	(rj) � E(rj)=jE(rm)j: (26)rm denotes the position in the dieletri where "(r)jE(r)j2 is maximum and "m is de�ned asthe dieletri onstant at that point. The avity mode volume, Vmode, is given byVmode = R R R "(r)jE(r)j2dr"mjE(rm)j2 : (27)Using the blok iterative plane-wave expansion method21 we found the normalized fre-queny of the avity mode shown in Fig. 6b to be 0:3733=l. By setting l = 2:202mm,we tune the resonant wavelength to 5:9mm. At this wavelength, �eg for the Rb atom is2� 10�26Cm.6 Sine we observe that the energy density is onentrated in the enter of theavity, "m in equations (25) and (27) beomes 12. On the other hand, os(�j) in Eq. (24) anbe safely assumed onstant for eah atom, beause our avity mode is a transverse-magneti(TM) mode and its eletri �eld polarization diretion an always be assumed to have aonstant angle with the atomi dipole moment vetor, �egj. We an ompute the oupling8



parameters as funtions of time in the referene frame of the moving atoms, as shown in Fig.7. The tails of the oupling parameter funtions do not ontribute signi�antly to the resultsdue to exponential deay away from the avity.With these settings Fig. 8 demonstrates an entangler whih operates as a dual-railHadamard gate. If the initial state is j10i (i.e., atom A is exited), we end up with statej	10i [see Eq. (19) above and Fig. 8a℄. If atom B is initially exited (i.e., the initial state isj01i), however, we obtain the state j	01i, up to an unimportant global phase fator of �1[see Eq. (20) above and Fig. 8b℄ as the output of the logi gate.In order to get the system to at as a dual-rail NOT gate, we simply set the veloities ofthe atoms to be VA = VB = 490m=s. The evolution of the probability amplitudes for theatoms is shown in Fig. 9. When the exitation is initially at atom A (or at atom B), it istransferred to atom B (or atom A). Note that we also get an unimportant phase fator of�1 in the output. Furthermore, as explained above, the input states j00i (or j11i) are nottransformed into di�erent states, and only j00i gains a di�erent phase fator of +1. If thisphase problem with the j00i state were solved, the system ould also be exploited as a SWAPgate.4. Three-dimensional Photoni CrystalsAlthough the implementation of logi gates in 2D photoni rystals looks promising, in re-ality we need 3D devies. The 2D analysis is useful, however, for reduing the substantialomputation required for analyzing more realisti 3D strutures, beause there is great sim-ilarity between the modes allowed in these 2D rystals and in their arefully hosen 3Dounterparts (see Fig. 10), whih we desribe next.To engineer logi operations in 3D photoni rystals, we employ the struture5;22;23 shownin Fig. 10a. The 3D photoni rystal we have hosen has various advantages over others24�26:emulation of 2D properties in 3D5;23, polarization of the modes, and simpli�ed design andsimulation. It onsists of alternating layers of a triangular lattie of air holes and a triangularlattie of dieletri rods, where the enters of the holes are staked along the [111℄ diretion ofthe fae-entered ubi (f) lattie. The parameters for the rystal are given in the aptionof Fig. 10a. Using the blok iterative plane-wave expansion method21, we alulate that thestruture exhibits a 3D band gap of over 20%, aross the frequeny range of 0:507=l{0:623=l.As in the 2D geometry, we introdue a defet by reduing the radius of a rod inside therystal as shown in Fig. 10b. Using the superell method we an ompute that this avitysupports only a single mode with a frequeny of 0:539=l. Setting l = 3:18mm tunes the avitymode to the atomi transition wavelength of 5:9mm. Thus we an design a 3D single-modeavity for our system to operate as the desired quantum logi gates.The spatial pro�le for the eletri �eld of the mode is shown in Figs. 10 and 10d. Note9



that it has a similar pro�le to its 2D ounterpart in Fig. 6b, where the energy density is alsomaximized in the enter of the avity. It is this similarity whih simpli�es our design andanalysis for the 3D ase.In our designs, although the maximum �eld intensity is onentrated in high-dieletriregions, the resultant atom-avity interation is suÆient to ahieve our goals. Cavities max-imizing the �eld intensity in low-index regions, where atoms an strongly interat with themode, ould lead to higher performane. However, from the design and implementation per-spetive we �nd the former more appropriate. Some of the drawbaks of the latter an bestated as follows: If we remove the dieletri ompletely in the enter of the defet to max-imize the �eld intensity in air, then the defet frequeny would be lose to the band edge,whih would thus strengthen the otherwise negligible RDDI mehanism.7 If we use a holeylattie, on the other hand, emulating the 2D PBG inside a 3D rystal and simultaneouslyallowing the free passage of atoms, without interfering with the dieletri bakbone of the3D rystal, would ompliate the design onsiderably. Nevertheless, further optimization ofthe proposed struture ould be possible.We an quantify23 the TM-polarization of the mode in a plane as:P � R d2rjEz(!; r)j2R d2rjE(!; r)j2 : (28)We ompute that P is almost 0:99 in the defet plane shown in Fig. 10b for the spatialpro�le exhibited in Figs. 10 and 10d. Thus it is safe to assume a TM polarized mode in thesystem Hamiltonian, beause this doesn't a�et the probability amplitudes signi�antly inthe mirowave regime, for the parameters we have hosen.The oupling parameters as funtion of time in the referene frame of the atoms are shownin Fig. 11, where the veloities of the atoms are both set to V = 353m=s, with p = 0:414.In Fig. 12 we demonstrate the 3D version of our 2D dual-rail Hadamard gate, whih alsoats as an atomi entangler. Just as in the 2D ase, if the initial exitation is on atom A,the resulting state is j	10i [see Eq. (19) above℄ as shown in Fig. 12a, while if it is on atom Bthe output state is j	01i [see Eq. (20) above℄ as displayed in Fig. 12b, up to an unimportantglobal phase of �1. The interation between atom A and B is mediated by the photoniqubit when the parameters are set orretly.We set the veloity of both atoms to VA = VB = 459m=s to obtain a dual-rail NOT gatein the 3D photoni rystal, up to an unimportant global phase fator, �1. The probabilityamplitude evolution of the atoms is displayed in Fig. 13.The exitation of the exited atom is transferred to the ground state atom with the helpof the photoni qubit allowed in the designed avity. Note that beause of the symmetry ofthe problem, the b(t)s in Figs. 5a, 9a and 13a are indeed approximately the same as the a(t)sof Figs. 5b, 9b and 13b, respetively. Furthermore, for the same reason as in the 2D ase,10



analyzed in the previous setion, our 3D dual-rail NOT gate also operates as a SWAP gateup to some deterministi phase. That is,j00i 7! �j00i (29)j01i 7! j10i (30)j10i 7! j01i (31)j11i 7! j11i: (32)Note also that the values of the veloities of the atoms, and g0, for the 2D logi gates arewithin 10% of those in the 3D gates. This is a onsequene of the fat that the loalizedmodes allowed in 2D and 3D avities have more than 90% overlap in their spatial pro�les.23Thus our results are also onsistent with Ref. [23℄ and justify �rst investigating the 2D ase.5. ConlusionsTo summarize, photoni band gap materials ould be espeially promising as robust quan-tum iruit boards for the deliate next generation quantum omputing and networkingtehnologies. The high quality fator and extremely low mode volume ahieved suessfullyin miroavities have already made photoni rystals an espeially attrative paradigm forquantum information proessing experiments in avity QED.6;7;27 In our paper we have ex-tended this paradigm by solving analytially the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian under thedipole and rotating wave approximations for two synhronized two-level atoms moving in aphotoni rystal and by applying the solution to produe the two maximally entangled statesin equations (19) and (20). We have also demonstrated the design of quantum logi gates,inluding dual-rail Hadamard and NOT gates, and SWAP gate operations. Our proposedsystem is quite tolerant to alulation and/or fabriation errors, in the sense that most errorsremaining after the design an be orreted by simply experimentally adjusting the veloityor the angle between the atomi moment vetor of atom B and the mode polarization. Ourtehnique ould not only be generalized to N -atom entanglement7 but also has potential foruniversal quantum logi gates, atom-photon entanglement proesses, as well as the imple-mentation of various, useful avity QED based quantum information proessing tasks. Weshould also mention the methodologial result that due to the emulation of 2D photonirystal avity modes in 3D photoni rystals5;23, one an design the more sophistiated ir-uit �rst in 2D to redue the diÆulty of the 3D omputations, where typially muh moreomputational power is needed.
11
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List of Figure CaptionsFig. 1. Probability amplitudes as a funtion of the veloity and p. Surfaes (a) a(V; p) and(b) b(V; p) (or a(V; p)) if the initial state is j100i (or j010i). () Surfae b(V; p), if the systemis initially prepared in the j010i state.Fig. 2. Slies from eah surfae in Fig. 1. (a) Probability amplitudes a(V; p)|red|andb(V; p)|dashed blue|with V = 433m=s. The entangled state, Eq. (19), is obtained atp = 0:414. (b) Probability amplitudes a(V; p)|dashed blue|and b(V; p)|red|with thesame veloity, V = 433m=s. The entangled state, Eq. (20), is observed at the same value,p = 0:414.Fig. 3. Coupling parameters in the referene frame of moving atoms with veloities V =433m=s at p = 0:414. 
0 = 11 � 109Hz, ! = 2:4 � 1015Hz, l = 1:6�! , L = 10l, Rdef = l.6Atom A experienes the oupling parameter shown with the red solid urve and atom B theone shown with dashed blue.Fig. 4. Time evolution of the probabilities showing the �nal entanglement when (a) the initialstate is j100i and (b) j010i.Fig. 5. Time evolution of the probabilities that leads to a dual-rail NOT (Pauli �x) logioperation when (a) the initial state is j100i and (b) j010i.Fig. 6. (a) A single-mode miroavity in a 2D photoni rystal with a triangular lattie (seethe text for details). (b) The orresponding eletri �eld spatial pro�le for the transverse-magneti (TM) mode allowed in the avity.Fig. 7. Normalized oupling parameters (i.e., divided by g0) in the referene frame of movingatoms with veloities V = 374m=s at p = 0:414, where g0 is found to be 2:765MHz. Blue andred urves orrespond to normalized oupling strengths for atoms A and B, respetively.Fig. 8. Probability amplitudes for entangled atoms reated by a dual-rail Hadamard operationin the 2D photoni rystal (see Fig. 6) (a) when atom A is initially in the exited state and(b) when atomB is initially in the exited state. a(t), b(t) and (t) are probability amplitudesfor the states j100i, j010i and j001i, respetively.Fig. 9. Probability amplitudes for atom A and B under the dual-rail NOT operation in the2D photoni rystal when initially (a) atom A is exited only and (b) atom B is exited only.Fig. 10. (a) Top view of the 3D photoni rystal with f lattie. It onsists of alternatinglayers of a triangular lattie of air holes and a triangular lattie of dieletri rods (for detailsof the struture, see Refs. [5, 22, 23℄). The nearest-neighbor spaing within either a hole orrod layer is 1p2 l, where l is the f lattie onstant. The hole and rod radii are 0:293l and0:124l, respetively. The thiknesses of a hole layer and a rod layer are taken to be 0:225l and0:354l, respetively. Silion is assumed as the high-index material of dieletri onstant 12.(b) Horizontal ross-setion of the rystal. Dashed lines show the obvious paths atoms antravel. In our simulations we assumed the path shown by the dashed yellow line. A defet is14



introdued by reduing the radius of the middle rod down to 0:050l to hold a single modein the avity. The () real part and (d) imaginary part of the eletri-�eld of the TM modeallowed in the avity at a partiular instant in time with the frequeny of 0:539=l. Theimaginary part is half a period later.Fig. 11. Coupling parameters in the referene frame of the moving atoms with both veloitiesV = 353m=s, and p = 0:414, where g0 is found to be 2:899MHz. Blue and red urvesorrespond to normalized oupling strengths for atoms A and B, respetively.Fig. 12. Probability amplitudes for the entangled atoms under dual-rail Hadamard operationin the 3D photoni rystal (see Fig. 10) when (a) atom A is initially in the exited state and(b) atom B is initially in the exited state. a(t), b(t) and (t) are probability amplitudes forthe states j100i, j010i and j001i, respetively.Fig. 13. Probability amplitudes for atoms A and B under the dual-rail NOT operation inthe 3D photoni rystal when initially (a) only atom A is exited and (b) only atom B isexited.
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Fig. 1. Probability amplitudes as a funtion of the veloity and p. Surfaes (a)a(V; p) and (b) b(V; p) (or a(V; p)) if the initial state is j100i (or j010i). () Sur-fae b(V; p), if the system is initially prepared in the j010i state. guneyF1.eps.
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Fig. 2. Slies from eah surfae in Fig. 1. (a) Probability amplitudes a(V; p)|red|and b(V; p)|dashed blue|with V = 433m=s. The entangled state, Eq.(19), is obtained at p = 0:414. (b) Probability amplitudes a(V; p)|dashedblue|and b(V; p)|red|with the same veloity, V = 433m=s. The entangledstate, Eq. (20), is observed at the same value, p = 0:414. guneyF2.eps.
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Fig. 3. Coupling parameters in the referene frame of moving atoms withveloities V = 433m=s at p = 0:414. 
0 = 11 � 109Hz, ! = 2:4 � 1015Hz,l = 1:6�! , L = 10l, Rdef = l.6 Atom A experienes the oupling parametershown with the red solid urve and atom B the one shown with dashed blue.guneyF3.eps.
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of the probabilities showing the �nal entanglement when(a) the initial state is j100i and (b) j010i. guneyF4.eps.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of the probabilities that leads to a dual-rail NOT(Pauli �x) logi operation when (a) the initial state is j100i and (b) j010i.guneyF5.eps.
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Fig. 6. (a) A single-mode miroavity in a 2D photoni rystal with a tri-angular lattie (see the text for details). (b) The orresponding eletri �eldspatial pro�le for the transverse-magneti (TM) mode allowed in the avity.guneyF6.eps.
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Fig. 7. Normalized oupling parameters (i.e., divided by g0) in the refereneframe of moving atoms with veloities V = 374m=s at p = 0:414, where g0 isfound to be 2:765MHz. Blue and red urves orrespond to normalized ouplingstrengths for atoms A and B, respetively. guneyF7.eps.
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Fig. 8. Probability amplitudes for entangled atoms reated by a dual-railHadamard operation in the 2D photoni rystal (see Fig. 6) (a) when atom Ais initially in the exited state and (b) when atom B is initially in the exitedstate. a(t), b(t) and (t) are probability amplitudes for the states j100i, j010iand j001i, respetively. guneyF8.eps.
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Fig. 9. Probability amplitudes for atom A and B under the dual-rail NOToperation in the 2D photoni rystal when initially (a) atom A is exited onlyand (b) atom B is exited only. guneyF9.eps.
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Fig. 10. (a) Top view of the 3D photoni rystal with f lattie. It onsists ofalternating layers of a triangular lattie of air holes and a triangular lattie ofdieletri rods (for details of the struture, see Refs. [5, 22, 23℄). The nearest-neighbor spaing within either a hole or rod layer is 1p2 l, where l is the flattie onstant. The hole and rod radii are 0:293l and 0:124l, respetively.The thiknesses of a hole layer and a rod layer are taken to be 0:225l and0:354l, respetively. Silion is assumed as the high-index material of dieletrionstant 12. (b) Horizontal ross-setion of the rystal. Dashed lines show theobvious paths atoms an travel. In our simulations we assumed the path shownby the dashed yellow line. A defet is introdued by reduing the radius of themiddle rod down to 0:050l to hold a single mode in the avity. The () realpart and (d) imaginary part of the eletri-�eld of the TM mode allowed inthe avity at a partiular instant in time with the frequeny of 0:539=l. Theimaginary part is half a period later. guneyF10.eps.
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Fig. 11. Coupling parameters in the referene frame of the moving atoms withboth veloities V = 353m=s, and p = 0:414, where g0 is found to be 2:899MHz.Blue and red urves orrespond to normalized oupling strengths for atoms Aand B, respetively. guneyF11.eps.
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Fig. 12. Probability amplitudes for the entangled atoms under dual-railHadamard operation in the 3D photoni rystal (see Fig. 10) when (a) atomA is initially in the exited state and (b) atom B is initially in the exitedstate. a(t), b(t) and (t) are probability amplitudes for the states j100i, j010iand j001i, respetively. guneyF12.eps.
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Fig. 13. Probability amplitudes for atoms A and B under the dual-rail NOToperation in the 3D photoni rystal when initially (a) only atom A is exitedand (b) only atom B is exited. guneyF13.eps.
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